
Training & Education
Configuration Designs

Workstations designed for education serve as 

dynamic hubs that play a pivotal role in fostering 

collaborative learning and technological integration 

within academic environments.

Our adept design team comprehends the intricacies 

of your working environment, having collaborated 

with numerous prominent industrial, research, 

educational, and government facilities. We specialize 

in curating workstations that encompass the ideal 

combination of features, options, and accessories 

tailored to meet the unique demands of your tasks. 

The Workplace® product line, known for its 

versatility, offers a myriad of layout possibilities, each 

meticulously crafted to fulfill specific requirements. 

These designs not only establish a robust foundation 

for a lifetime of reliable service but also boast 

adaptability, ensuring they can be easily retrofitted to 

accommodate evolving needs in the future.
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Ready to get started? We Are.
Conceptual drawings, and detailed cost quotes are 
provided on a no-obligation basis. Visit our website or 
contact a Design Specialist today for more details.

workplacenh.com
sales@workplacenh.com
800.258.9700
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Demonstration Unit | ED-001

Demonstrating the extreme versatility and flexibility of 
Workplace® products, this layout combines three different 
product lines to create an efficient multi-task work area. 
The ability to combine and interchange components 
across product lines is an added value, allowing future 
reconfiguration at minimal expense.

Tech Lab Student Station | ED-004

An in-line row of Series 7400 Technician Stations were 
selected for use as a two-student station for a technical 
classroom requirement. Panel legs and a rear modesty 
panel provide a more desk-like appearance while the 
custom 8”H fixed riser shelf provides an unobstructed view 
of the instructor. Power needs are satisfied with a custom 
length 15-amp powerstrip.
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Robotics Training | ED-010

A student workstation 
for robotics training 
is designed with a 
Series 4500 table of 
30”Dx72”Lx30/37” 
adjustable height. A fixed 
riser shelf assembly and 
powerstrip are located 
above the table, while 
a footrest and storage 
drawer are located 
beneath the work 
surface.

Instrument Station | ED-011

This 30”DX60”LX36”H 
Series 6700 mobile 
instrument table 
provides a safe, sturdy 
solution for class room 
equipment. A full length 
undertable shelf offers 
additional storage space 
for bulky items, and a 
hanging drawer case 
houses smaller parts.


